Right ventricular performance using myocardial deformation imaging in infants with bronchopulmonary dysplasia.
Right ventricular (RV) performance among infants with bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) remains poorly understood. We tested the hypothesis that myocardial deformation imaging (MDI) strain and strain rate would allow for differentiation between infants with severe and milder forms of BPD, independent of tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) and superior to conventional echocardiographic measurements. Infants with various severities of BPD (11 with none or mild, 13 with moderate and 10 with severe) underwent conventional echocardiography, TDI and MDI assessments at >36 weeks of corrected gestational age. BPD severity grading was determined according to the National Institutes of Child Health and Disease workshop rating scale by physicians blinded to the echocardiogram results. Group data were compared with one-way analysis of variance or Kruskal-Wallis tests, with post hoc multiple comparisons. No differences in traditional echocardiographic parameters or TDI among the three BPD severity groups were observed; none of the infants had evidence of pulmonary hypertension. Using MDI, infants with severe BPD had lower peak global systolic strain than did infants with moderate BPD (P<0.01) or mild/none BPD (P<0.01). Early and late diastolic strain rate measurements were similar across the three groups. Among infants with severe forms of BPD, evidence of abnormal RV systolic function was detected with MDI, but not traditional echocardiographic or TDI measurements. Infants with severe forms of BPD may represent a particularly high-risk subgroup for decreased RV performance warranting cardiac surveillance. MDI should be considered as a method to quantitate RV function in this population.